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Feeling Good

2012-11-20

national bestseller over five million copies sold worldwide from renowned psychiatrist dr david d burns the revolutionary volume that popularized dr aaron t beck s cognitive behavioral therapy
cbt and has helped millions combat feelings of depression and develop greater self esteem anxiety and depression are the most common mental illnesses in the world affecting 18 of the u s
population every year but for many the path to recovery seems daunting endless or completely out of reach the good news is that anxiety guilt pessimism procrastination low self esteem and
other black holes of depression can be alleviated in feeling good eminent psychiatrist david d burns m d outlines the remarkable scientifically proven techniques that will immediately lift your
spirits and help you develop a positive outlook on life enabling you to nip negative feelings in the bud recognize what causes your mood swings deal with guilt handle hostility and criticism
overcome addiction to love and approval build self esteem feel good everyday this groundbreaking life changing book has helped millions overcome negative thoughts and discover joy in their
daily lives you owe it to yourself to feel good i would personally evaluate david burns feeling good as one of the most significant books to come out of the last third of the twentieth century dr
david f maas professor of english ambassador university

SUMMARY - Feeling Good: The New Mood Therapy By David D. Burns

2021-06-17

our summary is short simple and pragmatic it allows you to have the essential ideas of a big book in less than 30 minutes by reading this summary you will learn how to overcome depression and
more generally how to cope with negative events and how to be happier you will also learn to be more positive to be more confident in yourself that criticism anger and sadness can be overcome
to find your strengths and weaknesses to feel good about yourself depression is as common as the common cold however unlike the common cold treatments to cure it are not always effective or
their effects are temporary and limited however in recent years important discoveries have been made about how emotions work and new forms of therapy have emerged one of the most
promising at present is called cognitive therapy it is based on learning a new more positive emotional behaviour capable of overcoming all negative situations indeed because the brain is malleable
this is neuroplasticity it can learn to function differently throughout its life if you are a victim of depression if you are brooding there are solutions as proven by the feeling good techniques will
you be able to reprogram your brain to your advantage buy now the summary of this book for the modest price of a cup of coffee

Feeling Great

2024-09-17

do you sometimes feel down depressed or unhappy anxious panicky or insecure guilty inadequate or worthless lonely unwanted or alone for decades we ve been told that negative feelings like
depression and anxiety are the result of what s wrong with us which creates feelings of shame and makes it sound like we re broken and need to be fixed but what if we have it all backwards
what if our negative moods do not result from what s wrong with us but rather what s right with us this is the revolutionary mind shift you will find in feeling great written by dr david burns
a pioneer of cognitive therapy and author of the national bestseller feeling good the new mood therapy this book describes a groundbreaking high speed treatment for depression and anxiety
based on one simple notion our struggles actually reflect what is most beautiful about us and when we can see our negative thoughts and feelings from this radically different perspective
recovery becomes possible sometimes even in the blink of an eye based on dr burns s 40 years of research and more than 40 000 hours treating individuals with severe mood issues feeling great is
filled with inspiring real life case studies and more than 50 actionable tools to crush the negative thoughts that rob you of happiness and self esteem you can change the way you feel in fact you



owe it to yourself to feel great
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The Feeling Good Handbook

1999-05

this text discusses how to overcome fears phobias and panic attacks improve intimate communication and cope with anxiety disorders and includes information about commonly prescribed
psychiatric drugs

Feeling Good

1992

a guidebook to mood therapy used to prevent depression and negative moods

Feeling Great

2020

do you sometimes feel down depressed or unhappy anxious panicky or insecure guilty or ashamed inferior inadequate or worthless lonely unwanted or alone for decades we ve been told that
negative feelings like depression and anxiety are the result of what s wrong with us like a personality defect a mental disorder or a chemical imbalance in your brain these messages create
feelings of shame and make it sound like we re broken and need to be fixed now dr david burns author of the best selling and highly acclaimed feeling good the new mood therapy reveals that
our negative moods do not result from what s wrong with us but rather what s right with us and when you listen and suddenly hear what your negative thoughts and feelings are trying to tell
you suddenly you won t need them anymore and recovery will be just a stone s throw away in this innovative book feeing great dr burns describes a new and revolutionary high speed
treatment for depression and anxiety based on 40 years of research and more than 40 000 hours treating individuals with severe mood problems the goal is not just a rapid and complete
elimination of negative feelings but the development of feelings of joy and enlightenment dr burns will provide you with inspiring and mind blowing case studies along with more than 50
amazing tools to crush the negative thoughts that rob you of happiness and self esteem you can change the way you feel you owe it to yourself to feel great



Summary: David D. Burns's Feeling Good: The New Mood Therapy (Discussion Prompts)

2019-03-07

david burns s book feeling good the new mood therapy has sold over three million copies this national bestseller is about a clinically proven drug free treatment to battle depression burn says that
the good news is that low self esteem anxiety pessimism guilt procrastination and other black holes of depression can actually be cured without drugs in the book psychiatrist and bestselling
author dr david d burns outlines the significant scientifically proven techniques that can immediately lift up the spirits of his readers this book can also help his readers develop a positive outlook
in life dr burns also included an all new consumer s guide to anti depressant drugs along with these burns has written an introduction that helps his readers answer their questions regarding the
many options that are available for treating depression in this comprehensive look into feeling good the new mood therapy by david d burns you ll gain insight with this essential resource as a
guide to aid your discussions be prepared to lead with the following more than 60 done for you discussion prompts available discussion aid which includes a wealth of information and prompts
overall brief plot synopsis and author biography as refreshers thought provoking questions made for deeper examinations creative exercises to foster alternate if this was you discussions and more
please note this is a companion guide based on the work feeling good the new mood therapy by david d burns not affiliated to the original work or author in any way and does not contain any
text of the original work please purchase or read the original work first

Summary David D. Burns' Feeling Good

2016-10-06

this is a summary of david d burns feeling good the new mood therapy the good news is that anxiety guilt pessimism procrastination low self esteem and other black holes of depression can be
cured without drugs in feeling good eminent psychiatrist david d burns md outlines the remarkable scientifically proven techniques that will immediately lift your spirits and help you develop a
positive outlook on life recognize what causes your mood swings nip negative feelings in the bud deal with guilt handle hostility and criticism overcome addiction to love and approval build self
esteem feel good everyday available in a variety of formats this summary is aimed for those who want to capture the gist of the book but don t have the current time to devour all 706 pages you
get the main summary along with all of the benefits and lessons the actual book has to offer this summary is not intended to be used without reference to the original book

Feeling Good: The New Mood Therapy

1980

do you wake up dreading the day do you feel ciscouraged with what you ve accomplished in life do you want greater self esteem productivity and joy in daily living if so you will benefit from
this revolutionary way of brightening your moods without drugs or lengthy therapy all you need is your own common sense and the easy to follow methods revealed in this book by one of the
country s foremost authorities on mood and personal relationship problems in ten days to self esteem dr david burns presents innovative clear and compassionate methods that will help you
identify the causes of your mood slumps and develop a more positive outlook on life you will learn that you feel the way you think negative feelings like guilt anger and depression do not result
from the bad things that happen to you but from the way you think about these events this simple but revolutionary idea can change your life you can change the way you feel you will discover
why you get depressed and learn how to brighten your outlook when you re in a slump you can enjoy greater happiness productivity and intimacy without drugs or lengthy therapy can a self
help book do all this studies show that two thirds of depressed readers of dr burns s classic bestseller feeling good the new mood therapy experienced dramatic felief in just four weeks without
psychotherapy or antidepressant medications three year follow up studies revealed that readers did not relapse but continued to enjoy their positive outlook ten days to self esteem offers a



powerful new tool that provides hope and healing in ten easy steps the methods are based on common sense and are not difficult to apply research shows that they really work feeling good feels
wonderful you owe it to yourself to feel good

Ten Days to Self-Esteem

2013-04-16

throughout this book we have covered a wide range of topics related to mood therapy including understanding depression and its causes the cognitive triad and negative thoughts the role of self
esteem in depression challenging and changing negative thoughts identifying and refuting cognitive distortions the importance of communication and social support techniques for managing
stress and anxiety mindfulness and self compassion in mood therapy building a positive self image and self worth the power of positive thinking and visualization overcoming procrastination and
increasing motivation setting realistic goals and achieving them managing anger and resentment coping with guilt and shame managing negative emotions and preventing relapse building a
healthy lifestyle and self care routine the importance of sleep and exercise in mood therapy nutrition and diet in mood therapy the role of medication in mood therapy understanding the
different types of therapy and the importance of cultural sensitivity and the role of family and loved ones in mood therapy

Feeling Good

2023-01-18

given today s technology and medicine i don t think anyone would choose to change their place with our ancestors and yet the statistics regarding the percentage of those who struggle with
clinically diagnosable anxiety and depression are truly staggering add to that the number of individuals suffering from stress related physical and emotional problems a number that the american
psychological association puts at nearly seven out of ten people there are also those who are desperate and cannot find lasting peace because of their painful conditions be they chronic or temporary
mindful awareness invites a very different kind of awareness an awareness that dramatically modifies our experience of that depression that anxious thought that feeling of pain or that stressful
event this new experience breaks down old mental attitudes and dysfunctional coping mechanisms and it also reconfigures the neural pathways of the brain sometimes this opens up a whole new
meaning or understanding of our difficulties other times it encourages the development of personal wisdom through which a more accepting less self critical and more open perspective takes
shape

Depression Free, Naturally to Eliminate Anxiety
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Feeling Good

2023-01-18

ten days to self esteem the leader s manual to date dr david burns s classic feeling good the new mood therapy has sold more than two and a half million copies many people are unaware of the
real secret of this book s phenomenal success published studies have shown that two thirds of the depressed people who have read dr burns s feeling good recovered on their own in just four
weeks without any professional treatment at all even more astonishing is the fact that 77 of these readers maintained their positive outlook for at least two years after reading feeling good that s
why feeling good has become a perennial best seller because this book provides hope compassion and actual healing for people suffering from depression now dr burns offers a powerful new tool
with the creation of his ten days to self esteem the leader s manual this book along with the accompanying participant s workbook ten days to self esteem will show you how to develop exciting
short term groups based on the principles in feeling good that will help people from all walks of life overcome depression and develop greater self esteem and greater joy in daily living extensive
pilot testing of this program reveals that the groups are suitable for high functioning sophisticated people with mild mood problems as well as for less educated people and those with severe
emotional difficulties the groups can be conducted by mental health professionals in a variety of settings including hospitals and clinics day treatment programs high schools and universities
corporations twelve step programs as well as other self help organizations churches and synagogues correctional facilities hmos and eaps this is a time of great challenge for mental health
professionals because of severe cutbacks in funding for psychiatric and psychological services hmos and other managed health care providers are asking can you provide quality outpatient
treatment in only a handful of sessions can you provide a meaningful and healing inpatient experience in a matter of days instead of weeks or months this book reveals an entirely new cost
effective model for helping the majority of people quickly and compassionately this ten session training program includes topics such as the price of happiness step 1 how to break out of a bad
mood step 4 self esteem what is it how do i get it step 7 the perfectionist s script for self defeat step 8 a prescription for procrastinators step 9 self esteem and spirituality step 10 this leader s manual
contains clear and detailed instructions for every session in the program even if you do not have extensive group experience the manual will show you how to make your very first group a
resounding success as you develop the program you will be breaking new ground for people suffering from depression loneliness anxiety and addictions who wish to enrich their lives and feel
good about themselves once again
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in this breakthrough book dr david burns m d author of the bestselling feeling good applies the proven principles of cognitive therapy to eliminating the negative thinking and low self esteem
that causes loneliness and shyness with sensible and sensitive advice case histories and revealing exercises this step by step program shows you how to pinpoint and rid yourself of attitudes that
keep you apart from others master the techniques that make you feel and look more attractive deal with people who give you the runaround resist romantic temptations not in your best interest
release inhibitions to conquer performance anxiety and enhance sexual pleasure develop fulfilling relationships and more revelatory burns understands on a gut level the chicago tribune

Ten Days to Self-Esteem

1993-10-29

it s exactly how you read this book can help you solving several problems regaining self esteem skyrocketing your mood and boosting your days keep reading if you are interested many
individuals know when they are feeling in a mood do you understand what mood implies a mood belongs to your emotional rhythm but a little less extreme than a feeling and it usually has a



trigger such as an occasion or experience your mood might be something that you ve tried to achieve such as peacefulness from doing yoga or something over which you feel you have no control
such as annoyance about a parking ticket and it might last just a short while or spend time understanding your moods may help you work out what causes them and how you tend to behave
when you are in different moods is what this book is about this book will help you to learn what factors can affect your moods build self esteem stop negative emotions adjust your nightly routine
to improve sleep overcome anxiety and depression if you ve come to read this means that you feel the need to feek better let me give you a hand so what are you waiting for buy your copy and
let s start this journey together right now

Intimate Connections
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Mood Therapy
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do you wake up dreading the day do you feel ciscouraged with what you ve accomplished in life do you want greater self esteem productivity and joy in daily living if so you will benefit from
this revolutionary way of brightening your moods without drugs or lengthy therapy all you need is your own common sense and the easy to follow methods revealed in this book by one of the
country s foremost authorities on mood and personal relationship problems in ten days to self esteem dr david burns presents innovative clear and compassionate methods that will help you
identify the causes of your mood slumps and develop a more positive outlook on life you will learn that you feel the way you think negative feelings like guilt anger and depression do not result
from the bad things that happen to you but from the way you think about these events this simple but revolutionary idea can change your life you can change the way you feel you will discover
why you get depressed and learn how to brighten your outlook when you re in a slump you can enjoy greater happiness productivity and intimacy without drugs or lengthy therapy can a self
help book do all this studies show that two thirds of depressed readers of dr burns s classic bestseller feeling good the new mood therapy experienced dramatic felief in just four weeks without
psychotherapy or antidepressant medications three year follow up studies revealed that readers did not relapse but continued to enjoy their positive outlook ten days to self esteem offers a
powerful new tool that provides hope and healing in ten easy steps the methods are based on common sense and are not difficult to apply research shows that they really work feeling good feels
wonderful you owe it to yourself to feel good
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2014-06



please note this is a summary analysis and review of the book and not the original book david d burns national bestseller feeling good the new mood therapy will open your eyes to the behaviors
that are causing your depression as well as offer practical simple ways to change the way your mind processes negative emotions this fastreads summary offers supplementary material to feeling
good the new mood therapy to help you distill the key takeaways review the book s content and further understand the writing style and overall themes from an editorial perspective whether
you d like to deepen your understanding refresh your memory or simply decide whether or not this book is for you fastreads summary is here to help absorb everything you need to know in
under 20 minutes what does this fastreads summary include executive summary of the original book detailed chapter by chapter synopses key takeaways from each chapter exposition analysis
original book summary overview dr burns groundbreaking book is based around the theory of cognitive therapy it will teach you that anxiety guilt pessimism procrastination low self esteem and
other black holes of depression can be cured without drugs he identified self esteem as the root of many mental and emotional issues and concentrates on changing thoughts and thought processes
in order to positively affect your emotional state in addition to providing tricks to coping with the stress of daily life he also provides a comprehensive overview of the different medicaitons being
prescriped for depression today before you buy the purpose of this fastreads summary is to help you decide if it s worth the time money and effort reading the original book if you haven t already
fastreads has pulled out the essence but only to help you ascertain the value of the book for yourself this analysis is meant as a supplement to and not a replacement for feeling good
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Ten Days to Self-Esteem
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please note this is a summary analysis and review of the book and not the original book dr david d burns offers practical advice to dealing with the thoughts that lead to depression rather than
going straight to medication to solve your problems in his groundbreaking look into mood and depression feeling good the new mood therapy this sumoreads summary analysis offers
supplementary material to feeling good to help you distill the key takeaways review the book s content and further understand the writing style and overall themes from an editorial perspective
whether you d like to deepen your understanding refresh your memory or simply decide whether or not this book is for you sumoreads summary analysis is here to help absorb everything you
need to know in under 20 minutes what does this sumoreads summary analysis include an executive summary of the original book editorial review key takeaways analysis from each section
brief chapter by chapter summaries a short bio of the the authors original book summary overview in his book feeling good the new mood therapy david d burns explains the simple practices
anyone can use to overcome anger guilt low self esteem do nothingism and other debilitating aspects of depression in an easy reassuring tone burns offers practical insights that will make you feel
better the moment you pick up this book feeling good is a no nonsense guide to taking back control of your emotional life regardless of the circumstances of your life anyone looking for a way to
alleviate depressive symptoms or simply cope with everyday emotional turmoil will find this book an invaluable read before you buy the purpose of this sumoreads summary analysis is to help
you decide if it s worth the time money and effort reading the original book if you haven t already sumoreads has pulled out the essence but only to help you ascertain the value of the book for
yourself this analysis is meant as a supplement to and not a replacement for feeling good



Summary of Feeling Good
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do you sometimes feel down depressed or unhappy anxious panicky or insecure guilty or ashamed inferior inadequate or worthless lonely unwanted or alone for decades we ve been told that
negative feelings like depression and anxiety are the result of what s wrong with us like a personality defect a mental disorder or a chemical imbalance in your brain these messages create
feelings of shame and make it sound like we re broken and need to be fixed now dr david burns author of the best selling and highly acclaimed feeling good the new mood therapy reveals that
our negative moods do not result from what s wrong with us but rather what s right with us and when you listen and suddenly hear what your negative thoughts and feelings are trying to tell
you suddenly you won t need them anymore and recovery will be just a stone s throw away in his innovative book feeling great dr burns describes a new and revolutionary high speed
treatment for depression and anxiety based on 40 years of research and more than 40 000 hours treating individuals with severe mood problems the goal is not just a rapid and complete
elimination of negative feelings but the development of feelings of joy and enlightenment dr burns will provide you with inspiring and mind blowing case studies along with more than 50
amazing tools to crush the negative thoughts that rob you of happiness and self esteem you can change the way you feel you owe it to yourself to feel great
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this life changing book helps readers use cognitive behavioral therapy one of today s most effective forms of psychotherapy to conquer depression anxiety panic attacks anger guilt shame low self
esteem eating disorders substance abuse and relationship problems the second edition contains numerous new features expanded content on anxiety chapters on setting personal goals and
maintaining progress happiness rating scales gratitude journals innovative exercises focused on mindfulness acceptance and forgiveness new worksheets and much more publisher

Summary of David D. Burns, M.d.'s Feeling Good
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Feeling Great

2020

this authoritative guide has been completely revised and expanded with over 90 new material in a new step by step format it details how when and why therapists can make best use of each
chapter in mind over mood second edition mom2 in individual couple and group therapy christine a padesky s extensive experience as a cbt innovator clinician teacher and consultant is reflected
in 100 pages of compelling therapist client dialogues that vividly illustrate core cbt interventions and management of challenging dilemmas fully updated the book offers research based guidance
on the use of mom2 to treat anxiety disorders depression anger guilt shame relationship problems and personality disorders invaluable therapy tips real life scenarios and troubleshooting guides in
each chapter make this the essential mom2 companion for novice and experienced therapists alike reproducible reading guides show how to sequence mom2 chapters to target specific moods first
edition title clinician s guide to mind over mood new to this edition detailed instructions on how when and why to use each of mom2 s 60 worksheets expanded coverage illustrating effective use



of thought records behavioral experiments and imagery shows how to flexibly tailor mom2 to address particular anxiety disorders using distinct principles and protocols incorporates evidence
based practices from positive psychology motivational interviewing and acceptance and commitment therapy updated practice guidelines throughout based on current clinical research more
content on using mom2 for therapist self study and in training programs and classrooms free supplemental videos on the author s youtube channel provide additional clinical tips and discuss issues
in practicing teaching and learning cbt see also mind over mood second edition change how you feel by changing the way you think

Mind Over Mood, Second Edition
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discover simple yet powerful steps you can take to overcome emotional distress and feel happier calmer and more confident this life changing book has already helped more than 1 200 000 readers
use cognitive behavioral therapy one of today s most effective forms of psychotherapy to conquer depression anxiety panic attacks anger guilt shame low self esteem eating disorders substance
abuse and relationship problems revised and expanded to reflect significant scientific developments of the past 20 years the second edition contains numerous new features expanded content on
anxiety chapters on setting personal goals and maintaining progress happiness rating scales gratitude journals innovative exercises focused on mindfulness acceptance and forgiveness 25 new
worksheets and much more mind over mood will help you learn proven powerful practical strategies to transform your life follow step by step plans to overcome depression anxiety anger guilt
and shame set doable personal goals and track your progress you can photocopy the worksheets from the book or download and print additional copies practice your new skills until they become
second nature cited as the most influential cognitive behavioral therapy publication by the british association for behavioural and cognitive psychotherapies and included in the uk national health
service bibliotherapy program winner second place american journal of nursing book of the year award consumer health category see also the spanish language edition el control de tu estado de
ánimo segunda edición plus mental health professionals see also the clinician s guide to cbt using mind over mood second edition

The Clinician's Guide to CBT Using Mind Over Mood

2020-04-02

the truth is that you can defeat your fears the author of the four million copy bestselling feeling good offers 40 simple effective cbt based techniques to overcome every conceivable kind of
anxiety without medication few truly great books on psychotherapy have been published and this is one of them albert ellis ph d founder of the albert ellis institute and bestselling author of a
guide to rational living we all know what it s like to feel anxious worried or panicky what you may not realize is that these fears are almost never based on reality when you re anxious you re
actually fooling yourself telling yourself things that simply aren t true see if you can recognize yourself in any of these distortions all or nothing thinking my mind will go blank when i give my
presentation at work and everyone will think i m an idiot fortune telling i just know i ll freeze up and blow it when i take my test mind reading everyone at this party can see how nervous i
am magnification flying is so dangerous i think this plane is going to crash should statements i shouldn t be so anxious and insecure other people don t feel this way self blame what s wrong with



me i m such a loser mental filter why can t i get anything done my life seems like one long procrastination using techniques from cognitive behavioral therapy cbt which focuses on practical
solution based methods for understanding and overcoming negative thoughts and emotions when panic attacks gives you the ammunition to quickly defeat every conceivable kind of anxiety such
as chronic worrying shyness public speaking anxiety test anxiety and phobias without lengthy therapy or prescription drugs with forty fast acting techniques that have been shown to be more
effective than medications when panic attacks is an indispensable handbook for anyone who s worried sick and sick of worrying
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When Panic Attacks
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coping with infertility is an essential source of emotional support for any couple struggling with involuntary childlessness the book offers proven techniques and real life examples from both men
and women in order to outline common emotional reactions and remind couples that they are not alone in their ups and downs the coping skills discussed in the book have been assembled from
years of working with individuals in clinical trials and have undergone rigorous scientific testing these state of the art techniques have been shown to be effective in helping couples deal with
the stress depression relationship problems and grief often associated with infertility coping with infertility is an easily accessible and problem focused guide for couples to use in overcoming the
emotional roadblocks of infertility
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based on twenty five years of clinical experience and groundbreaking research on more than 1 000 individuals feeling good together presents an entirely new theory of why we have so much
trouble getting along with each other and provides simple powerful techniques to make relationships work we all have someone we can t get along with whether it s a friend or colleague who
complains constantly a relentlessly critical boss an obnoxious neighbor a teenager who pouts and slams doors all the while insisting she s not upset or a loving but irritating spouse in feeling good
together dr david burns presents cognitive interpersonal therapy a radical new approach that will help you transform troubled conflicted relationships into successful happy ones dr burns method
for improving these relationships is easy and surprisingly effective in feeling good together you ll learn how to stop pointing fingers at everyone else and start looking at yourself pinpoint the
exact cause of the problem with any person you re not getting along with and solve virtually any kind of relationship conflict almost instantly filled with helpful examples and brilliant user
friendly tools such as the relationship satisfaction test the relationship journal the five secrets of effective communication the intimacy exercise and more feeling good together will help you enjoy
far more loving and satisfying relationships with the people you care about you deserve rewarding intimate relationships feeling good together will show you how

Good Mood
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